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Introduction 



TRAVEL TRENDS POST 
COVID 2022:

Overview

WTTC’s latest October 2021 projections not only show promising growth opportunities in

the domestic market for 2021; but a rise in international travel which will further

accelerate in 2022 and beyond. Following a 49.1% decline in 2020 and a loss of almost

US$ 4.5 trillion, Travel & Tourism GDP is projected to rise by 30.7% in 2021 and 31.7% in

2022. Following a 45% decline in 2020, global domestic spending was expected to rise by

41.5% in 2021 and 24.3% in 2022.

Trends

Since the re-opening of international destinations, the travellers and industry

professionals are hoping for a brighter 2022.

Slow travel and immersive experiences

Discerning and luxury seekers will continue to look for high-end travel experiences that conflate culturally authentic travel experiences with hyper-local experiences. Across

all age groups, travelers will be seen splurging on slow and immersive travel experiences that allow them to indulge in luxury along with offer options to explore the

destination like a local.

Reconnection & Rejuvenate

Trends suggest that focus on self-care will gain popularity this year. So travel will be undertaken to improve mental and emotional well-being. This could be a result of

almost two years of being stuck indoors due to the pandemic while being surrounded by numerous uncertainties. 2022 is all about re-start and rejuvenating. Travellers will

be intentional with their choices and look to reconnect with people and the planet when they travel again.



Unexplored and hidden destinations

Another big shift in travel, as per experts, will be seen in travellers interested in exploring

the unexplored hidden destination that offer tranquility and divinity. It is predicted that

tourist will opt for places that are non-touristic

Sustainable travel options

Sustainable travel will continue to be a priority as wanderlusters will try to combine their 

environmental and social concerns with the passion to travel. People may opt for 

activities with local grassroots organisations, volunteer opportunities and will prioritise

community-based tourism

According to Booking.com research, the pause in travel inspired 83% of global travellers

to make sustainable travel a priority in the future. Consumers are increasingly looking to

book hotels that follow sustainable practices, for example. Trip.com Group research

revealed over 80% of Ctrip customers supported hotels that did not provide disposable

products so as to reduce single-use waste and secondary contamination. And a 2021

Airbnb survey found that most Indian travellers (94%) would look at sustainable travel

options when they do leave their homes.

Longer Stay for Longer Play -B- Leisure

Now, in the third year of the pandemic, even as Covid cases fall globally, there’s no sign of

workcations slowing down as companies continue to offer remote work policies. Last

year, a whopping 85% of 3,000 Indian workers said in a poll that they took a workcation in

2021.



Moreover, 40% of travellers expressed willingness to quarantine prior to their holiday if it

meant that they could work remotely. In Asia-Pacific, over two thirds (69%) of Thai

respondents agreed that remote work during quarantine and travel would incite them to

stay longer; 57% of Vietnamese and 54% of Chinese respondents agreed.

Contactless travel:

Post the pandemic, the travel and hospitality industry has made significant efforts to

boost confidence among travellers by making services contactless as far as possible.

From contactless check-in at airports and hotels to ordering food and beverages and

concierge services at hotels online, contactless offerings are becoming the norm more

than an exception. In parallel, travellers are also warming up to the idea of using

contactless services and building appreciation for tech-rich experiences that promise

travel safety, upfront.

Local Experience:

Local and connect is key to knowing true culture and experience it. Today’s tourists don’t want to be insulated from the places they visit inside a cultural bubble. They want

to engage with and participate in the local culture. From enjoying local cuisine to celebrating regional festivals and holidays, local experiences are set to become some of

the top tourist trends to watch.



Consumer Behavioral Insights  

 Most of Indians are FOMO. They will have to go to the touristy places. 

 Indians are price – conscious when it comes to accommodation, but will 
spend on food and shopping. But they want to get the most benefit out of it. 

 Indians look for value for money and discount offers and love to bargain

 Indians are family-oriented travelers and prefer destinations that offer fun 
activities for all. 

 The top rated reason Indian traveler take a vacation is to rejuvenate, 
spending quality time with family and taking time away from city 
life. 

 Adventure travelers have ranked water sports as their favourite with a large 
share picking water sports and scuba diving.

 Women love to shop for designer clothes and jewelry, Men like buying 
perfumes or colognes from airports.

 Men prefer to wear comfortable casuals when on tour; as footwear they 
prefer open footwear. There  are a few women travelers who prefer to wear 
saree on tour. 

 Traveling is now a societal status – more Instagram worthy scenic sights



Consumer Behavioral Insights (North Indians) 

• Lot of North Indians are non vegetarian but do not eat pork & beef
• Sleep late & wake up late
• Late lunch & late dinner
• Fond of drinking alcohol
• Fond of dancing
• Shop for liquor at duty free
• Enjoy night life
• High spenders compared to other parts of the country
• Talk loudly
• Spend lavishly on weddings
• Status conscious & Love to show off
• Majority can speak & understand English



Consumer Behavioural Insight  (North Indians)

 Do a lot of research before traveling

 Fluent in English,

 Loves to boast about foreign travel and hotels

 Does not travel alone unless on business

 Last Minute travel decision made

 Elite Indians look for luxury and comfort

 Adventurous with food/ cuisines

 Indulge in massage/spa

 Travel heavy (lots of shopping)

 Demanding

 Want a fun and activity filled holiday



Consumer Behavioural Insight (East Indians)

 Extremely price conscious

 They are fish & rice eaters

 Love to talk politics

 Football crazy



Consumer Preferences

 Like to be treated as VIP.  

 Love and Influenced by Cricket and Bollywood.

 Preferred choice of accommodation remained budget hotels, Indians want to 
spend more on experiences and exploration of the destination as well as 
shopping, food and drink.

 Prefer Hotels closer to shopping malls or easy accessibility

 Beaches and hills have topped the list, catching the fancy of approximately a 
third of vacationers.

 Four in 10 Indians are more likely to choose foreign destinations for their 
honeymoon.

 The sustainable activities most enjoyed by Indians during vacations are buying 
locally made products instead of mass-produced tourist souvenirs, using 
public transport instead of a taxi and to find a local restaurant using local 
ingredients. 

 Most Indians look for impressive natural sights, including rain forests, coral 
reefs, among others.

 South India especially Kerala, they prefer local food when travel aboard. 



TRAVEL SEASON



TIPS

 Plan your marketing campaigns around festivals and major holidays – summer vacations, Diwali, 
Christmas break, long weekends etc.

 A section of the Indian society are vegetarians (do not consumer meat, fish and eggs) and some are do 
not eat underground vegetables – potato, garlic, etc. Make sure your tour options include 
restaurants that serve vegetarian or vegan food since many Indians do not eat meat.

 Vegetarian: No meat, No Eggs

 Non Vegetarian (Hindu): No Beef, No Pork

 Jain Food: Excludes meat, fish and eggs, but also does not include potatoes, onions, garlic, carrots and 
other roots and tubers. (anything grown under the ground)

 Eggitarian: Do not eat meat but do consume dairy products and eggs. 

 Provide a multi-generational experience as Indian travelers are family oriented and will travel 
with their family.   

 Add Indian senses / touch in your services. 



TIPS

 In cities like Rajkot, Pune – it is ideal to meet with agent at 11 am to 1 
pm and 4 pm – 6 pm. Bengaluru, Hyderabad agents prefer meeting 11 
am onwards. For Mumbai starts at 10.00 am is fine. 

 It is preferable to do region centric influencer activities – a south 
movie star from Kollywood will appeal more to the South Indian region than 
the  regions of North India

 Gujarat – have the spending power; communities consist largely diamond 
merchants or are in the finance sector whereby they largely invest in stock 
markets; prefer vegetarian food. Although it is a dry state but most of 
Gujarati drinks. 



TIPS

 Study Indian Traveler's habits and profile

 Although Indians enjoy Thai /International food, but want Indian food 
after a few Thai/International meals

 Vegetarian options and Indian food should be easily available in 
restaurants and hotels

 Ensure Indian TV channels in the hotel rooms

 Create Bollywood inspired theme parks and shows, music events etc.

 Publicize and create awareness of destinations where Indian films are 
shot. 

 Host International sports events like Cricket

 Have positive attitude towards Indian travelers

 Consider hiring Indian staff and  consider appointing Reps in India



TIPS

 Response to e mails and calls. 

 Regular interact with travel agents in India and make sales calls on regular 
basis

 Keep connection, keep update what’s new in your company / Thailand. 

 Send gifts, best wishes on special occasion, festivals. 

 Add the sense of Indian to your services.  

 Do sale call / company visit

Be positive to Indian travellers 



New Opportunities

 LGBT

 Workation

 Senior Citizen 

 Gen Z 





Thank you!
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